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The Home Office is charging more than £1,000 for people who are British by birth,
connection and statutory right to register their citizenship. Thousands of people are affected
by this fee.
Charging fees of over £1,000 to fulfil the Home Office function of registering the citizenship
of British people is alienating and excluding. People, including many children, are alienated
from their own country and their peers.
The need to register arises for many people because, since 1983, they are not automatically
citizens at birth due to a change of law in 1981.
The impact of these fees is a continuation of the Windrush injustice. British people are
being excluded from their citizenship rights. The effects include:
•

We are aware of people in their twenties and thirties (even approaching their
forties), who have been born and lived in this country their entire lives and are being
excluded from their citizenship rights.

•

This is crossing generations. People born without citizenship, who have been unable
to exercise their right to be registered as a citizen, are having children also born
without citizenship and facing these ‘huge’ fees.

•

Children in care are among the most marginalised of children affected by this fee.
The cost of it is both a heavy burden upon local authorities and inhibits their acting
on the citizenship rights of the children for whom they are responsible.

•

Since Brexit, there is a growing problem of children born in the UK to EU nationals,
then exercising free movement rights, who need to register their citizenship rights.
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